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A GENERALIZAT ION OF P E RRON’S 
STABILITY THEOREMS FOR PERTURBED 

LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

Sung Kag Chang* , Hyung Jae Lee and Young Sun Oh 

In this paper, sharp stability properties are obtained for perturbed lin
ear differential equations by generalizing Perron’s type stability theorems , 
and some examples of them are given. 

1. Int roduction 

Recently, a number of authors -F.M. Dannan, H.R. Farr뻐， A. Ha
lanay, J.K . Hale, P. Hartman, T. Taniguchi, S.K. Chang, etc. - have 
studied the stabili ty theory of differential equations, and also some of 
them have tried to generalize Perron’s celebrated theorem. 

In such qualitat ive theory, Lyapunov’s and Perron’s stability theorems 
are most important and popular in the literatures [1 ,8,9, 10,12], etc. 

It is an interesting problem under what conditions for the perturba
tions the qua litative properties of the orig inal equations are preserved or 
improved in a suitable sense 

In this paper, we shall define notions of stability, which are called cp(t) 
(uniform) stability cp(t) -quasi- (uniform) asymptotic stability and cp(t)
(uniform) asymptotic stabili ty of the solutions for systems of differential 
equations. Then we are concerned with generalization of Perron’s type 
celebrated stability t heorems by using cp(t)-stability concepts for a posi
tive real function cp(t) on R+ and we also obtain the results in [5,121 as 
corollaries of our results. In section 2, we discuss the equivalent conditions 
of cp(t)-stability and cp(t)-uniform stability for the solutions of linear dif
ferential equations, in section 3 we discuss cp(t)-stability for the solutions 
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of the perturbed differential equation 뿜 = A(t)x + f(t ,x) , and also we 
give some examples, to which our results can be app\ied. 

2. Preliminaries 

Throughout this paper, let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space 
and R+ = [0, ∞) 

For a given function g(t , y) E C[R+ x Rn , Rn] , we consider following 
differential equations: 

뽑 =g(t, y) (2.1 ) 

Let us assume that g(t ,O) = 0 for all t E R+, and the equation (2.1) is 
well-posed for sufficient\y small initial va\ues at any initial time. 

y(t;t"y,) denotes by the soJution of (2.1) with initial condition y(t 1 ) = 
ν1 ， y, E Rn, t, 즈 O 

Now we introduce generalized definitions of stability for the equation 
(2.1): 

Definition 2.1. Let <p(t) be a positive real function on R+. The zero 
solution of (2.1) is said to be <p(t)-stable[<p(t)-S] if for any E > 0 and 
for any t, :::: 0, there exists 8(t" ε) > 0 such that if 11ν (t dll < 8(1"ε) , 
then IIY( t )<p( t t '11 < E for all t 으 1,; <p(t)-uniformly stable[<p(t)-US] if 
the 8( t" E) in [<p( t)-S] is independent of time t1 ; <p( t) -quasi-asymptotically 
stable[<p(t)-QAS] if for any E > 0 and for any t1 즈 0, there exist 8(tJ) > 0 
and T( t" E) > 0 such that if 11ν(tdll < 8(t,), then Ily(t)<p (tt111 < E 
for all t 즈 t1 + T(t"E); rp(t)-quasi-uniformly asymptotically stable[rp(t)
QU AS] if the 8(t ,) and the T(t1 , E) in [rp(t)-QAS] are independent of time 
t,; <p( t) -asy때totically stable[rp(t)-AS] if it is <p(t)-stabJe and <p(t) -quasi 
asymptotically stabJe; rp( t)-u찌ormlν asymptotically stable[<p(t)-U AS] if it 
is rp( t )-uniformly stabJe and rp에(떠t셔)-qt뻐s잉1-바-

In particuJar, if we put <p(t) = kent where n is a real number and k is a 
constant, then <p(t)-stability, etc. will be T(n)-stabiJity, etc. , respectiveJy 
(cf.[5], [12]). Also, the T( n )-stabiJity concepts are exactJy the same as the 
usual definitions of stability when n = O. 

Now we present a modifed lemma for integral inequaJities. 

Lemma 2.2. ([9] ,p.315) Assume that the following coηditions hold for 
functions f(I) ,g(t) E C[[I 1> ∞)， R+] a뼈 F(t , s, u) , t 즈 S 으 t" u 즈 0: 

f(t)-κ F(t,s,J(s))ds < g(t) 피 F(t ,s,g(s))ds , 1:::: t, and F(t ,s,u) 
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is monotone nondecreasing in u fo 1' each fixed t ~ s ~ 0 
Then ψe have that f(t) :s; g(t) fo 1' all t 즈 t1, U빠n f(t 1) < g(t1) 

Let A( t) be a continuous n x n matrix defined on R+ and let 
f(t , x) E C[[O, ∞) x Rn, Rn] with f(t , 0) = 0 for any t E [0, ∞) 

Consider a linear differential equation 

략 = A(t)x 
dt 

and a perturbed differential equation of the above: 

약 = A(t)x + f(t , x) 
dt 
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(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Let U(t) be a fundamental matrix of (2.1). Then it is well known that 
the solution x(t) of (2.3) satisfies the integral equat ion 

x(t) = U(t)U-l(t J) X세 

Next , we obtain the following basic lemma. 

Lemma 2.3. Let k(t) be a positive 1'eal functioη on R+. Then the 
zero solution of the d游1'eη tial equation (2.2) is k(t)-stable σ Q뼈 only 
if 1!U(t)U-1(s)11 :s; k(t)h(s)-1 ’ t ~ s 즈 o fo 1' some positiυe real fiμnctwn 
h(t) on R+ 

Proof Let x(t) 三 x(t; t1, xIl be a solution of (2.2) with an initial value 
(t 1,Xl) , t1 즈 O. Then we have the expression x(t) 三 U(t)U -l(t1)Xl , t 즈 
t 1 ~ O. Suppose that the zero solution of (2.2) is k(t)-stable for a positive 
real function k(t) on R+. Then for é 1, there exists a positive real 
number 8(t1) such that if Ilx(t1)11 < 8(t1), then Ilx(t)k(tJ- lll < 1 for all 
i 즈 t1 즈 O. Let Ul E Rn be an arbitrary vector with Ilul ll < 1. Then 
118(h)Ulll < 8(td and hence 1 !U(t)U- 1 (t 1 )8(td띠 k(tJ- 111 < 1, t 즈 t1 즈 O‘ 

The relation 1!U(t)U-I(tl)8(tl)Ulk(t J-111 = 8(tl)k(tJ- II IU(t)U- 1 (tl)씨| 
yl뼈le녔e아l뻐d없떼폐s씨페I !UψU띠m때(μ에t) U-녁l(써써(“ω써t“띠l“)싸μ떠떼씨1니네11 <μ< Ii허섬옮1냥숨hf칸늠;η낚1냐k서센써(μ에t). Since μ띠1 18 ar얘빠b 
we have IIU(t)U-1(t1)11 :s; 옮k(t). Thus, without loss of genera1ity, 、~.re

can take continuous function 8(t) on [0, ∞). Taking h(t) = 8(t) , we have 
the result 

Conversely, suppose that there exist positive real functions k(t) , h(t) 
on R+ such that Ii U(t)U -I(s)11 :s; k(t)h(sJ-\ t 즈 S 즈 O. Given any é > 0 
and any t1 즈 0, there exists 8(tJ) with 0 < 8(t1) < h(t 1 )ε such that if 
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IIx(t1) 1I < 5(td , then Il x(t) k(t ) 깨 = h(t1t1 1Ix(tl) 1I < h(t1t1h(ttl E: = E: 

for all t :::: t l :::: O. Thus the zero solution of (2.2) is k(t)-stable for a 
positive real function k(t) on R+ 

Lemma 2.4. Let k(t) be a positive real function on R+. Then the zero 
solution of the d얘erential equation (2.2) is k(t)-uniformly stable if and 
only υ lI u(t)U -I (s) 1I ::; rk(t) , t:::: s :::: 0 for some positive real number r 

Proof We can prove the lemma by the analogous method to the proof of 
lemma 2.3, t aking the functions 5(t) as a constant . 

3. rp(t)- Stability Theorems 

In this section we discuss cp(t)-stability of the zero solution for the 
perturbed differential equation (2.3) 

Assume that f(I ,O) 드 o for all t E R+ t hroughout this sect ion ‘ 

Let us consider the following differential equations 

때
-
b따 뻐
“
 

-@ 

h(tt1F(t , k(t)ν (t) ) 

F(t , k(t)y(t)) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

where k(t) and h(t) are continuous positive real functions on R+ 
Henceforth , we assume that the above differential equations (3.1) and 

(3.2) poss않s the existence and the un때eness properties of solutions on 
R+ for suf뀐ci ent ly small initial values. 

We are now in a position to prove our results 

Theorem 3. 1. Let the following conditions hold for the d펴erential equa
tion (2.3): 

(l a) IIf(t ,x)ll::; F(t ,lIxll), F(t ,O) 三 0, and F(t , u) is monotone non
decreasing with respect to u for each J뇨ed t :::: 0, 

(1 b) F(t ,u) E C[[O , ∞) X R+ ,R+ ], 
(l c) Th e zero solution ofthe differenlial equation β.1) is k(t)-stable for 

a positive real funct ion k(t) on R+, that is, there exist functions k(t ) > 0 
and h(t) > 0 0π R+ such that 

lI u(t)U - I(s )1I ::; k(t)h(s )- I, t 즈 S 즈 O. 

If the ze ro solutioη of the differential equation (3.1) is 'P( t) -stable ['P( t)
quasi-asymptotically stable], for a positive πal function cp(t) on R+ , then 
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lhe zero soIution of (2.3) is k(t )'I'(t) -stable [k(t) 'I'(t)-quasi-asymptotica /ly 
stableJ 

Proof First, we shall prove that the zero soJution of (2.3) is k(t)ψ(t)
stable for a positive real function 'I'(t) on R+ Let x(t) 드 x(t; t"x.) be a 
solu t ion of (2.3) w빼 an initial value (t J, x.) , t1 으 O. Tben tbe solu tion 
x(t) is of tbe form (2씨. 
Thus we obtain that from conditio따 (la) and (l c) , 

IIx씨1 s k(t)h(t.)-lll x dl + k(t) 좌(s)헤s ， llx(s) lI )ds 

50 k(tt1I1 x(t) 11 s h(t.)-l ll xtl l + 지 h(st' F(s , Il x(s) lI )ds. 
Thus let y( t) 드 y(t; t 1새.) be the solut ion of (3.1) passing through (t J, y.) 
and let h(t1t1 l1 xl l1 < ν1. Then k(W1I1 x(t)ll - κ h(st' F(s , IIx(s) lI )ds S 
h(t.)-l l1 xtll < yl . While, since yl = y(t) - f t', h(s)-'F(s ,k(s)y(s))ds , 

Ilx(t)ll - k서세(t페 h시따싸빠(μ에파S야st테-

< k(t)ν따 k(t) 한(st'F(썩 

Therefore, app lying lemma 2.2 , we obtain that Ilx(t) 11 < k(t)ν (t) ， by tak 
ing Xl as 11:τ ， 11 < k(t 1 )ν1 t > t,. Hence the zero solution of (2.3) is 
k(t) 'I' (t) -stable for a positive real function 'I' (t) on R+ 

Next, suppose that the zero solution of (3.1) is 'I'(t).quasi-asympto
tically stable for a postive real functioo 'I' (t) 00 R+ Then for any é: > 0 
and aoy t, ~ 0, there exist 81(t ,) > 0 aod T(t [,é:) > 0 such that if 
Il y(t,)1I < 8,(t 1), then lI y(t) 'I'(t)-111 < é: for a ll t ~ t, + T(t ],é:). Thus 
set 8(t.) = h(t.)81(t.). If Il x(t,)1I < li(t ,), then we can take y, > 0 such 
that h(t,)-'lIx(t') lI < y, < li1(t.). Accordingly, IIx(t) 1I < k(t)ν (t) for all 
t 즈 t1 + T(t" é:) and I l y(t) 'I' (t)가 1 < é: for all t ~ t, + T( t J, é:). Therefore 
we have IIx(t ) (k(t)ψ(t) )가1 < IIk(t)y(t)k(t)-I '1' (t)-111 = Ily (t)<P( t)-l l1 < 
é: for a11 t ~ t1 + T(t 1 껴) ， the zero solution of (2.3) is k(t) 'I'(t).quasi
asymptotically stable for a positive real function '1'( t ) on R+ . 

끼fe get the following from Theorem 3. L 

Coro lIary 3.2. (떼) Let the conditions (la) , (1 b), and (lc) hold for the 
‘iifferential equation (2.잉 . 1f the zero solution of the differential equation 
(3.1) is T(n)-stable [T(n)-quasi-asymptotica Ily slable], for a reaI number 
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n . then the zero solution of the differential equation(2.3) is k(t)en'-stable 
[k ( t )en'-qua윈- asymptotically stableJ. 

Jn part icular, if k(t) = Kem ' (in (lc) and (3.1 )) for a real number 
m and a positive constant K and ν the zero solution of (3.1) is T(n )
slabl e [T( n) -quasν asymptotically stable], for a real number n , then the 
zero solution of (2.3) is T(m + n)-stable [T(m + n) -quasi-asymptotically 
stableJ. 

By the similar method as in the proof of theorem 3.1 , we have the 
following 

Theorem 3.3. Let the conditions (la) and (lb) hold for the differen
tial equation (2.3). Furthermore, suppose that the following condition is 
satisfied: 

(2c) The zero solution of the differential equation (2.2) is k(t)-unψrmly 

stable for a positive real function k (t) on R+ , that is, there exists a funct ion 
k (t) > 0 such that IIU(t)U -'(s )1I ~ k (t ), I 즈 s ~ O. 

If the zero solution of the differential equation (3.2) is cp(t) -unψrmlν 

stable [cp( t) -stable, cp( t)-quasi- (uniformly) asymptoticallν stable], for a pos
itive real functioπ ψ(t) on R+ , then the zero solution of(2.3) is k(t)cp(t)
uniformlν stable [k( t)cp( 1) -stable, k( t)cp( t) -quasi-(uniformly) asymptotically 
stableJ 

We get the following from Theorem 3.3 

Corollary 3.4. ([5]) Let the condilions (la) , (lb) , and (2c) hold for Ihe 
differenlial equalion(2.3). 

Jf the zero solution of the differential equation (3.2) is T(n)-uniformly 
stable[T( n )-stable, T ( n ) -quasi-(uniforml씨 asνmptotically stable], for a rea떼 n때 l 
nU1 

U1‘11미f01πrm“lωy s따tωab“빠le [μ싸싸k서셈(“떠t시)en '낭감싼n띠까‘“tι-s따lab“빠le’ k( t)en' -quasi-(uniformly) asymptotically 
stableJ. 

Jn partict따r， μ k(t) K em ' (in (2c) and (3.2)) for a real num-
ber m and a positive constant f( and if the zero solution of (3.2) is 
T( n )-uniformly slable [T( n )-slable, T(n )- quasi- (uniforml띠 asymptolically 
slable], for a πal number n , Ihen Ihe zero solution of (2.3) is T(m + n)
u띠formly stable [T(m + n)-stable, T(m + n)-quasi-(uniformly) asymptot
ically stableJ 

Remark. If k(t) is a positive constant, then the equations (3 .1 ) and (3 .2) 
are equivalent 
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Now we give an example for Theorem 3. 1. 

Example 3.5. Consider the two-dimensional perturbed linear system 

z -;;J늑x+h(t ， x ， z) 
ι、/I 十 l 

z = -~늑z+h(t， x ， z) 
4 、jl 十 l 

(3.3) 

where J, (t ,x ,z) = Z2 and h(t ,x ,z) = x2
. Then 

is a continuous 2 x 2 matrix defined on R+ Consider the linear equations ‘ 

1 
z x 

2ν파T 

(3 .4) 
1 

z 
z 2야후τ 

Then x(t) = x ， r ， e-ι김 and z(t) = Z， T ， e-ιE꾀 are the solutions of (3 .4) 
where r1 = e+깅다T 

Thus a fundamental matrix for (3 .4) is given by 

짜
 
0 

”” 
띠
 

> 
-씩

 which has the norm:~U(t) 1I = e 아감， t 즈 O. Hence it can be taken 
as k(t) = h(t) = e-아+ 1 and F( t, u) = u2 Now consider the differential 
equation 

땐 = h(tt' F(t , k(t)y(t)) = e- .ji주ly2 
dt 

(3.5) 

Then the solution of (3야 is given by ν (t) }' _ r.D ", t 즈 t, 즈 -
1 yI U e-야주ldt 

O. 
Note that 지 e 이주idt S ff e J주1 dt 4e-1

. Take Y1 as 1ν1 | < a 
Then 

|ν11 .... I_ J .1 \ ImIY11 
τI < |y(t)| = < 

1+ly,14c' 
- ,>\-" 11-Yl 피 e 깅피dtl - 1 - IY114e-1 ‘ 
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dy (t ) ___ 깅주T 
Therefore, the zero solut ion of -~J~'J = e-v t+ 1y2 is (uniformly) stable 

dt 
Hence the zero solution of the system (3.3) is e- ，fi주l-(uniformly) stable. 

Moreover, the zero so lution of the system is asymptotically stable, but not 
cxponent ia lly. This sharp stability property cannot be obtained by the 
resu lts in [5 ,12] 

We shall give another example 

Example 3.6. Let the following conditions hold for the differential equa
tion (2.3): 

(le) IIf(t , x) 1I :::; a(t) lIxl l, 
(lf) a(s) E C[[O, ∞)， R+] and there exist a positive constant M and a 

positive real function k(s) such t hat fooo a(s)k(s)ds < M 
If the condition (2c) holds , then the zero solution of (2.3) is k(t)

uniformly stable. 

Proof Set F(t , u) = a( t)u , u 즈 O 
We sh。、.v that the zero solution of the differential equation 

찮 = a(t)k(t)y(t) (3.6) 

is lIniformly stable 
In fact, fìrst of all , let y (t) 프 ν(t;t"yd ， t ~ t, 즈 o be a sollltion of 

(3 .6) passing throllgh (t" y,). Then we obtain that 
J‘ a( ,)k( ,)d y(t) = ν (t ， )eJ" a\ ,)<\, )a, :::; y( tdeM becallse fo= a( s )k( s) < M. 

Accordi때y， the zero solution of (3.6) is uniformly stable. 
Thus by theorem 3.3, the zero sollltion of (2.3) is k(t)-uniformly stable. 
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